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The terms and conditions outlined in these policies apply only to the BSE Executive
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Individuals Registration

Fees and discounts

1. BSE courses have two types of fees:

● Regular Fee 

● Reduced Fee: PhD students, Master’s students, BSE Alumni (BSE Master’s
graduates, and IDEA and GPEFM doctorate graduates), and those in a
situation of unemployment.

2. BSE courses offer the following types of discounts for individuals

● Volume-bound (based on the number of bookings): Multiple Course
Selection and Groups

● Relation-bound (based on the relationship with BSE): BSE Students,
Recurring Participants, Recommenders

● Time-bound (based on the date the booking is confirmed): Early Bird

3. Discounts are cumulative between the three types, but not within the same type.

4. BSE will calculate the total discount based on the type of fee requested (subject
to validation by the admissions office).

●   The combined volume and relation-bound discount is capped at 30%.

5. The discounts available for individuals and their conditions can be seen below:
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Discount Conditions

MULTIPLE
COURSE
SELECTION

This applies to Summer School courses taken within an
academic year:

● 15% when taking 2 courses.
● 25% when taking 3 courses.
● 30% when taking 4 or more courses.

GROUP
DISCOUNT 10% discount is available when a single payer, such as a

university or academic institution, covers the participation
of at least 5 individuals. To apply, a group representative
must contact the admissions office with a complete list of
participants. Once five members have applied, all
individual applications will be processed simultaneously,
and the discount will be applied. Additional members can
join later if the admissions office is notified before their
acceptance. If individuals want to take advantage of this
offer without a sponsor, one person must act as the main
contact with the admissions office, and a single payment
for the entire group is required.

BSE STUDENTS 20% applies to applicants enrolled in a BSE Master's
Program during the 2024-25 academic year.

RECOMMENDERS 30% discount is available to current BSE students and
alumni who recommend an applicant for a Master’s
program, provided the applicant is accepted and confirms
their attendance. For more information, please refer to the
terms and conditions of this offer or contact
alumni@bse.eu.

RECURRING
PARTICIPANTS

10% discount applies to applicants who participated in BSE
executive education or summer school courses in the
previous academic year.

EARLY BIRD 10% applies when confirmation payment is arranged on or
before the announced Early Bird date. 
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if you have doubts about your eligibility for these discounts or to request a personalized
quotation Please contact executive.education@bse.eu
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Company and Institutions Registration

Fees and discounts

1. BSE executive and summer courses have two types of fees:
● Regular Fee for all Companies and Institutions

● Reduced Fee

■ For PhD and Master’s students and BSE Alumni (BSE Master’s
graduates) working in the institution that register for the courses.

■ For Competition Authorities and Regulators registering
participants in executive and summer courses related to
competition economics.

2. BSE offers the following types of discounts for companies and institutions:
● Volume-bound (based on how many bookings the company confirms

within the same academic year): Volume

● Relation-bound (based on the relationship with BSE): Partner

● Time-bound (based on the date the booking is confirmed): Early Bird

3. By default, BSE calculates corporate registration fees based on the Regular rate,
which is compatible with all discounts. If your training plan includes staff eligible
for a Reduced Fee, they must be registered separately since this fee type doesn't
qualify for Partner or volume discounts. However, these registrations still count
toward your company's volume discount for the academic year.

●   The combined maximum discount for volume and relationship-based
reductions is capped at 30%.
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4. The discounts available for companies and institutions, and their conditions can be
seen below:

Discount Conditions

VOLUME A specific discount applies when a company or institution
funds at least 5 bookings within the same academic year.
The discount increases with the number of registered
participants, unlocking new discount levels with additional
registrations throughout the year.

PARTNER ● Gold Partner Institutions and Sponsors: 15%
● Silver Partner Institutions: 10%
● Bronze Partner Institutions: 5%

EARLY BIRD 10% applies when confirmation payment is arranged on or
before the announced Early Bird date. 

For inquiries about your institution's eligibility as a Partner Institution, please refer to
our current list at bse.eu/about/partners or contact institutional.relations@bse.eu.
Additionally, reach out for details on volume discounts available to your company or for
assistance with the registration process.
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